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This traditional Tantric description of the chakras should not be confused with the Western 

chakra system, often described as the “rainbow system” of chakras. This system of seven chakras 

and symbolized with certain geometrical shapes, lotus petals corresponding to a vritti, or 

propensity, a bija sound, or Sanskrit letter, and colors used for visualization in meditation, may 

differ to some degree from other traditional Tantric systems, such as described in the 

Mahanirvana Tantra and in the book on Laya Yoga (Kundalini Yoga) by Shyam Sundar 

Goswami.  

Some Tantric systems have nine Chakras, which in addition to the Muladhara, Svadhistana, 

Manipura, Anahata, Vishudda, Ajna and Sahasrara includes the Lalan (tip of the nose) and the 

Guru Chakra (in the middle of the crown, at the level of the pituitary gland). These two extra 

Chakras are used in higher Tantric systems of meditation. Other Tantric systems describe 6 

chakras. 

According to Anandamurti, the process of controlling all the chakras and propensities was 

invented by As't'avakra over 2000 years ago. He wrote the text Astavakra Samhita and was a 

great sage and called this Tantric process Rajadhiraja Yoga. 

 

What are chakras?  

Chakras, or plexuses, are, on the physical level, connected to a collection of glands and sub-

glands. Each chakra is at the intersecting points of the three main nadis (subtle energy channels) 

Ida, Pingala and Susumna. Chakras are sub centers of the mind because each Chakra contain a 

collection of Vritiis which govern thoughts, feelings and emotions, which again are in 

interconnected relation to the associated endocrine gland and its secretion. 

7th Chakra, The Sahasrara 

The Pineal gland (Sahasra’ra Granthi), the Sahasrara, or the crown chakra, is generally 

considered to be the chakra of consciousness. Symbolized by a lotus with thousand petals, it is 

located at the very top of the head. It is held as the chakra of awareness and of light. It is 

associated with the pineal gland which is a light sensitive gland that produces the hormone 

melatonin which regulates sleep and awakening. All 50 vrttis with their respective bija mantras 

are controlled by the Sahasrara chakra, 50 vrittis operating internally and externally in 10 

different directions (through 5 motor organs, and 5 sense organs) equals 1,000 petals. 50 x 2 x 10 

= 1,000. Thus, the Sahasrara is symbolized by a thousand petalled lotus. 

 

 



6th Chakra, The Ajna 

The Pituitary gland (Maha’yoginii Granthi) within the Ajna Chakra is situated within Sushumna 

Nadii, between the two eyebrows. This point is known as Trikuti. Within this Lotus dwells the 

Manas (subtle mind). Ajna is connected to the Pituitary gland which secretes hormones to 

communicate to the rest of the endocrine system, it also connects to the central nervous system 

via the hypothalamus. The thalamus is thought to have a key role in the physical basis of 

consciousness. Ajna is symbolized by a white or rose lotus with two petals. Ajna (pronounced 

Agya) means Knowledge. One petal governs mundane knowledge and one intuitional 

knowledge. 

5th Chakra, The Vishudda 

The Thyroid gland (Brahspati Granthi) and the Parathyroid gland (Brahspati upagranthi) within 

the Vishuddha chakra, or the throat chakra, relates to communication and growth. The Thyroid 

gland produces thyroid hormone, responsible for growth and maturation. Symbolized by a smoky 

purple lotus with sixteen petals, there is a multi-colored point in the center containing all colors 

of the rainbow, including the 2 lunar colors; ultraviolet and infrared. Vishuddha means 

“purification” and governs the etheric element (space). 

4th Chakra, The Anahata  

Thymus gland (Bal Greaveyek Granthi), Anahata, or the heart chakra, is related to complex 

emotions, compassion, love, equilibrium and well-being. It is related to the thymus gland, 

located in the chest. The thymus is an element of the immune system as well as being part of the 

endocrine system. It produces T cells responsible for fending off disease and may be adversely 

affected by stress. Symbolized by a deep red or blue lotus with twelve petals and a smoky 

colored hexagram or six-pointed star in it. Anahata mean “unstruck sound” and governs the air 

element. 

3rd Chakra, The Manipura 

Pancreas (Kloma Granthi) and Adrenal glands (Vrukka Granthi), Manipura (also called Nabhi) is 

related to assimilation and digestion, the pancreas and the adrenal glands. The adrenal glands are 

chiefly responsible for regulating the stress response through the synthesis of corticosteroids and 

catecholamines, including cortisol and adrenaline. Symbolized by a cloud colored or green lotus 

with ten petals, inside is a red triangle. Manipura means “city of jewels” and governs the fire 

element and the luminous factor. 

2nd Chakra, The Swadhisthana 

Testes (Vrushana Granthi), Ovaries (Antah Phala), the Swadhisthana, or the sacral chakra is 

situated on the spinal cord directly behind the root of the genital organ, and is related to base 

emotion, sexuality and creativity. This chakra is considered to correspond to the testicles or the 

ovaries that produce the various sex hormones involved in the reproductive cycle which may 

cause dramatic mood swings. Symbolized by a vermilion lotus with six petals and a white 



crescent moon shape in it. Swadhisthana means “one’s own abode” and governs the water 

element and the liquidous factor. 

1st Chakra, Muladahra 

Prostate gland, Perineum, Muladhara, or the root chakra is located at the root of the spine, at the 

first vertebra and is related to instinct, security, survival and also basic human potentiality. This 

centre is located in the region between the genitals and the anus. It is associated with the 

perineum and the coccyx. This is the place where all desires and urges are born; it is also the seat 

of the Kula Kundalinii, or coiled serpent before it starts the spiritual journey up the spine. 

Symbolized by a red lotus with four petals, at its center is a golden colored square. 

 

Chakras, Material Elements and Consciousness 

1st.Terranean (earth) plexus at the base of the spine (Mu’ladhar cakra); Bhaoma man'd'ala 

2nd. Fluidal plexus (water) between the base and navel (Svadhistana cakra); Tarala man'd'ala 

3rd. Igneous plexus (fire) at the navel (Manipur cakra); Agni man'd'ala 

4th. Solar or pneumatic plexus (air) at the heart level (Ana’ha’ta cakra); Saora man'd'ala 

5th. Sidereal or physico-psychic plexus (space) at the throat (Vishuddha cakra); Naks'attra 

man'd'ala 

6th. Lunar plexus at the level of the eyebrows (Ajina cakra); Shashi man'd'ala/ Canndra 

man'd'ala. Occult plexus just below the pineal gland (Guru cakra); a state of super-consciousness  

7th. Macro-propensive plexus at the level of the pineal gland (Sahasrara cakra), a state of cosmic 

consciousness. 

 

 

Chakras, Vrittis and Associated Sanskrit Letters 

Each Chakra below contains various vrittis, which are named in Sanskrit and English with 

corresponding Sanskrit bija, or root sound, or alphabetic letter. This contribution to the Sanskrit 

language was developed by yogis “hearing” the sounds in deep meditation. Thus, the sacred and 

spiritual nature of the Sanskrit language.     

Muladhara Cakra, located at the tale end of the spine, at the Terannean Plexus. It has four 

propensities (vrittis) and four Sanskrit letters.  

Dharma [psycho-spiritual longing] va, 

Artha [psychic longing] sha, 



Kåma [physical longing] s'a 

Moks'a [spiritual longing] sa 

 

Svådhis't'håna cakra is situated near the spinal cord directly behind the root of the 

genital organ, the Fluidal Plexus. It has six propensities: 

 

avajinå [belittlement of others] ba 

mu'rcchå [psychic stupor, lack of common sense] bha 

prashraya [indulgence] ma 

avishvåsa [lack of confidence] ya 

sarvanåsha [thought of sure annihilation] ra 

kruratå [cruelty] la 

 

Man'ipura cakra. This cakra is located at the navel, the Solar Plexus. It controls ten 

propensities: 

lajjå [shyness, shame] d'a 

pishunatå [sadistic tendency] d'ha 

iirs'å [envy] n'a 

sus'upti [staticity, sleepiness] ta 

vis'åda [melancholia] tha 

kas'åya [peevishness] da 

trs'n'å [yearning for acquisition] dha 

moha [infatuation] na 

ghrn'å [hatred, revulsion] pa 

bhaya [fear] pha 

 

Ana'hata cakra, situated in the centre of the chest, which controls twelve 

propensities: 



åshå [hope] ka 

cintå [worry] kha 

ces't'å [effort] ga 

mamatå [attachment] gha 

dambha [vanity] una 

viveka [conscience] ca 

vikalatå [mental numbness due to fear] cha 

aham'kåra [ego] ja 

lolatå [avarice] jha 

kapat'atå [hypocrisy] ina 

vitarka [argumentativeness to point of wild exaggeration] ta 

anutåpa [repentance] t'ha 

 

Vishuddha cakra, located in the region of the throat, which controls sixteen 

propensities: 

såd'aja [sound of peacock] a 

rs'abha [sound of bull or ox] å 

gåndhåra [sound of goat] i 

madhyama [sound of deer] ii 

paincama [sound of cuckoo] u 

dhaevata [sound of donkey] u' 

nis'åda [sound of elephant] r 

onm [acoustic root of creation preservation, dissolution] rr 

 

hummm [sound of arousing kulakun'd'alinii] lr 

phat' [practication, i.e., putting a theory into practice] lrr 

vaos'at' [expression of mundane knowledge] e 

vas'at' [welfare in the subtler sphere] ae 



svåhå [performing noble actions] o 

namah [surrender to the Supreme] ao 

viså [repulsive expression] am' 

amrta [sweet expression] ah 

 

When any theory is to manifest and become effective it will help by 

chanting the sounds hummm, phat', vaos'at', vas'at', sva'ha' and namah. 

 

 

A'jina' cakra, located between the eyebrows, which controls two 

propensities: 

aparå [mundane knowledge] ks'a 

parå [spiritual knowledge] ha 

 

Endocrine Glands 

The Endocrine glands are the physical counterpart to the Chakra system, each hormone 

and secretion corresponds to vriitis, or petals of the chakra which governs feelings and 

emotions. 

 

KOSAS -The layers or Spheres of the Body/Mind 

LOKAS -The Layers or Spheres of the Cosmic Mind 

CHAKRAS (Cakras) -Psycho-Spiritual centers 

NADIS -Psycho-Spiritual channels 

VRTIIS -Propensities 

SAMSKA’RAS-Psycho-physical reactions to past actions 

 

Nadis 

Susumna Nadi connects the base chakra to the crown chakra. The Susumna is the central canal in 

the subtle body, it is also connected to all seven primary chakras. The flow of Prana moves 



through the central canal and in the process, the sushumna makes the way for the ascent of 

Kundalini. Pingala is associated with solar energy. Pingala has a sunlike nature and male energy. 

Its temperature is heating and courses from the left testicle to the right nostril. Pingala is the 

extroverted, solar nadi, and corresponds to the left side of the brain. Ida is associated with lunar 

energy. Idā has a moonlike nature and female energy with a cooling effect. It courses from the 

right testicle to the left nostril. Ida is the introverted, lunar nadi, and refers to the right hand side 

of the brain. 

 

 

 


